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1.
It was a wonderful Week -- a week
enjoyed by all who visited the Valley for the
occasion, and there were many visitors. A
number who had been absent from the place for
many years and others who had been gone for
just a short period, returned to join with the
residents and take part in the festivities and
functions and at the same time to renew old
acquaintances and exchange or recount
experiences and happenings of the days gone by.
In that there was an added pleasure.

It showed no mercy to the floats on which no
thought of time and trouble had been spared to
make them bright and gay with decorations. The
gaily coloured streamers, flowers, bunting and
greenery were fine playthings for the wind when
it took part in the pageant in its boisterous
mood, what a pity it seemed, that such a thing
should happen to man's part of adding beauty to
the already beautiful natural surroundings.

And the Valley was a picture as though God in
His Goodness had clothed it in its best robes to
welcome those who had come from near and
far, as well as to please the inhabitants. Who
have much to be grateful for in that respect, on
such an historical occasion. It was there in all its
splendour and its beauty for one and all to give
upon from one end to the other and in all
directions.
The mountains, hills, ridges and meadows
with their varying shades of green reflected by
the sunlight during the day and in the evening
changing to blues and purples draping the
mountains and hillsides and down into the glens
with the softening light of the setting sun adding
a mellowness and softness which did the
eyesight good to feast upon.
2.
Friday, 9th October, the day before
the opening was perfect, with the sky blue,
warm and glorious sunshine, a real October day
such as our Australian poet Henry Kendall, loved
to put into verse. During the night a wind sprang
up and on Saturday that wind blew cold, cutting,
biting and unkind. Indeed it was very
disagreeable, remorseless and without pity, and
not at all in keeping with the feelings of the
humans on that day. It caused them to dress as
for winter and those who neglected to do so felt
its blast very keenly.
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During the opening ceremonies
From left Wes Vance, William Whitehall, Archie
Chittick and H. O. Cox

Regarding that procession of floats and the
procession in general, which included bright
marching music supplied by members of the
Berry band, and marching by school children and
others, it was a very fine and worthy effort
depicting many methods of transport an industry
from the earliest times to those of the present
day. Those who took part in it deserve the
highest praise and commendation for their
enterprise and the interest and work they put
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into it to make it such a success. It was a
procession fit to rank alongside those that have
been held in much bigger towns and cities.
Near the War Memorial in the centre of the
village was the scene of the opening of the
“Week's" proceedings. The honour of
performing that duty was conferred on Mr. W.
Whitehall who had been born in the Valley and
had risen to a very high and responsible position
in the Customs Department of the Public Service
and now resides in Victoria. With him at the
platform were Messrs. A.R. Chittick, president of
the Progress and Tourists Association and
connected with a number of organisations
working for the welfare of the community and
holding an executive position in each and who
for about sixteen years had been president of
the P. and C. Association. H. O. Cox who has
been associated with all the activities of the
community that stand for progress, and also has
been associated with the civic matters having
been connected with the old Cambewarra Shire
for many years as a Councillor and also as
president, and became first president of the
Shoalhaven Shire when amalgamation of shires
took place; L. W. Vance another of the stalwarts
in the affairs of the Valley and who is secretary
of the A. and H. Association and of the School of
Arts Committee: J. Wilson of whom more later.
In a short introductory address, Mr. Chittick
made reference to the work of the Association
and outlined the object of holding such a week.
He also stated the efforts which had been made
to obtain information for the purpose of
compiling a history of the Valley, and paid high
tribute the work done by the late Mr. Reuben
King in this respect, but unfortunately Mr. King
had passed away before he had completed the
work. However it had been possible to have the
work completed by Mr. W. Bayley of the
Crookwell School and Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society and to whom the thanks of
the Association are extended. Copies are now
ready for sale.
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Mr. Chittick then introduced Mr. Whitehall,
who, after stating his great pleasure at being
invited to open the “Week” spoke in glowing
terms of the scenic beauty of the Valley and as
one who had been privileged to travel in many
parts of the world including many beauty spots,
said you would go a long way to find anything
better. He also eulogised on the richness and
fertility of this beautiful valley and referred to
the settlement and industry of the early days
and those of to-day.
After declaring the “Week” open Mr. Whitehall was presented with a copy of the history of
the Valley by Mr. L.W. Vance.
Speakers who traced the course and
advancement of the farming industry and the
work of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society
were Messrs. H. O. Cox and L. W. Vance. Both
viewed its future with great possibilities for
further development and increased production.
There was a big crowd gathered at the
Showground to watch the judging of the floats
and other exhibits of the procession. They were
also entertained at a display by schoolchildren
and football and hockey matches. Despite the
bleakness of the wind all present appeared to
enjoy the outing which chiefly took the form of a
picnic.
Seen among other old identities of the Valley,
mingling with the crowd was Mr. Henry Marden
who “wasn't going,” he said, and also said, “he
never broke his word”. However as the result of
some gentle and then some forceful persuading
on the part of an old friend and visitor, Mrs.
Ross, he broke his word for once, for which he
may be forgiven, and went along decked out in
his best suit.
Also other old personalities who were seen
on the opening day were Mr. Thomas Jarrett, a
staunch and devout churchman as well as being
a greatly respected and highly esteemed citizen,
Mr. Bob (Pop) Neville a familiar figure often seen
driving up to or through the village with his
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At half past one there was a gathering at the
War Memorial Monument where the memory of
those who gave their lives in World Wars I and II
was honoured by the placing of wreaths in token
of remembrance on behalf of the members of
the local Sub-branch of the R.S. L by the
President, Mr. Cyril Dent, while Mr. H.O. Cox
acting on behalf of the President of the
Shoalhaven Shire placed one from the residents
and another was added by Mrs. ____ on behalf
of ____ .

Peggy Synold (riding side saddle so elegantly) receiving her
prize from William Whitehall

horse and sulky from his home across the
Hampden Bridge. He was one who could tell a
yarn or tall tale from days gone by. Mr. Jim
Nugent to whom I shall refer in my notes on the
trip to the “Look Out” There may have been
others of the old residents present whom I
missed seeing but no doubt all were enjoying the
celebrations.
Some there were who through illness were
unable to join in and the sympathy and good
wishes were extended to them.
Such a crowd attended the dance at night
that it was rather uncomfortable for the dancers.
However none seemed to mind this. The School
of Arts Hall proved to be, as it usually does, on
very special occasions, too small to
accommodate the number of patrons who came
along.
That night, too, the children's playground
was opened in the grounds adjoining the hall.
3.
Sunday was devoted to religious
observances. The usual Church services were
held in the various Churches in the morning and
evening. At the Church of the Good Shepherd
morning service the infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mervyn Nowland was baptised.
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After the placing of the wreaths all present
observed two minutes silence as a further
tribute to those who paid the supreme sacrifice.
Following the ceremony, which took place at
the Monument and was short and impressive,
the assembly moved up to the School of Arts hall
where a combined service by Protestant
denominations clergymen was held and in which
four took part representing Anglican, Methodist,
and Presbyterian followers.
The address was delivered by Rev. W. G.
Kingston Rector of Lakemba and who over thirty
years ago was in charge of Kangaroo Valley
Parish and ministered to Anglican Parishioners
here.
In his address to the large congregation Mr.
Kingston paid tribute and praised the work of
the pioneers who had carried on the good work
of developing and improving the great dairying
industry for which the valley is noted and which
is now one of the sources of supply of milk from
the South Coast for the City of Sydney. He also
referred to the hard and heroic struggle of men
and women in the early days in their efforts to
develop the resources of this rich and fertile part
of our State. He also spoke of the keen interest
displayed by them in connection with the
religious life of the community as manifested in
the various Churches to be found in the various
pans of the outlying centres and in the village
itself. These are fitting memorials to a staunch
and loyal people.
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4.
Monday came and with it the first
of the organised tours which had been arranged.
A bus and a number of cars conveyed those who
cared to take part in the outing. The objects of
the tours were at least threefold
(a) To view the scenic beauty of the Valley in
the different parts;
(b) To inspect and see what has been done in
the way of pasture improvements and
(c) To help those who had resided in the
Valley in years gone by to recollect and re-call
memories of the past.
Leaving the Valley the route was first over
Tierney’s Hill turning left on the slope on the
Nowra Road on to the Berry Road over the
bridge across Harper's Creek then left again off
that road down through Harper's Creek this time
with a concrete crossing and down to the
property of Mr. Arthur Nelson of Glen Murray.
On this journey Mr. H. O. Cox acted as
commentator on the bus interspersed with
assistance from Mr. D. A. Nelson telling “of the
old and present owners of the properties”.
Arrived at the scene passengers alighted from
the bus and the cars and walked some distance
to inspect the improvements carried out on the
pastures and a short but interesting talk about
what had been done was given by the
Government Agronomist, Mr. Macdonald, who
accompanied the tourists on the bus. When this
was done all returned to the transport facilities
and on the way back to the village a stop was

William Whitehall sashing Val Cox (daughter of H. O. Cox)
for the winning float of the parade
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Valley Pioneer D A. Nelson (Peggy's dad)
congratulating William Whitehall, Master of
Ceremonies

made at the property of Mr. A. R. Chittick where
a further inspection of pastures was made.
During the trip to and from Glen Murray
reference was also made to the work done in
that direction by Messrs. H. Smart, S. Nelson and
Butler Brothers.
Mr. Harry Smart's farm adjoins that of Mr.
Arthur Nelson and Harry is in everything that
goes for advancement in the Valley. His eldest
son, Harry, is an Agronomist in the M. I. A. of
Riverina. Mr. Jack Butler, and his father, who
passed away some years ago, were Councillors in
the Cambewarra Shire. Jack still lakes a big
interest in most Valley affairs.
Back at the village a halt was made at the
“Friendly Inn” to enable those who cared to do
so to have a “refresher” before proceeding to
Bendeela, down the Kangaroo River the next
portion of the trip.
Before reaching the bridge on the left stands
the Rectory, built after the English style and
occupied by the present Rector Rev. Hawkins
and Mrs. Hawkins. Tall pine trees which once
lined both sides of the grounds were cut down
after permission had been obtained from His
Grace the Archbishop of Sydney, Dr. Mowll, on
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condition that one’s of smaller species were
planted. This has been done along the front.

caused the father to give up the project and try
to dispose of his interests.

On the opposite side of the road is
“Riverside” Guest House for a good many years
owned and conducted by Mrs. Cora Cullen,
whose husband up to the time of his death was
Clerk of Cambewarra Shire, and her father Mr.
Williams was in charge of Barrengarry School
before his retirement from the Education
Department. The Guest House has for some
years been under different management.

Back to the turn off the road then follows still
through forest land and down an incline pass to
where the country opens out into rich river flats
on the left with thickly timbered mountain
country on the right. Dairy farms extend along
the river and years ago it was a thriving area
with a school which had an enrolment of up to
thirty one pupils and also a Church both of which
have disappeared.

In the village lives Mr. John Weaver, secretary
of the Progress Association, and is one who is
keenly interested in matters relating to its
welfare.

The place chosen for the picnic lunch and
terminus of the Bendeela portion of the trip was
the old home of the Rendall Family of the early
days and now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Rendall.

A band of tireless women workers is ever
ready in making a success of all functions held to
benefit the place.
Leaving the main road and turning left some
little distance after crossing the Hampden Bridge
which spans the Kangaroo River and is the only
suspension bridge of its kind now left in the
State with its stately castle turret approaches,
the road passes on down the river through forest
timbered country with saw mills on either side
before reaching Jack's Corner road turn off to
the right. Down that road some distance the
country opens to some cleared farm lands which
again stretch back to the timber in the
mountains. Down here, too, was a modern saw
mill owned by Mr. C. Edwardes and son Jim. An
accident at the mill in which Jim met his death

Bill Lawson in charge of a vehicle that started life as a T
model Ford
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On the opposite side of the river are the
farms which formed the settlement of Budgong
and extending from the Budgong Gap along the
flat plateau like formation stretching to within a
quarter of a mile of a precipitous ascent to the
summit of Mount Scanzi the highest peak in this
area. This country appears to be of poorer
quality than that on the Bendeela side.
From Bendeela the road proceeds down the
river for some considerable distance to where
the river runs into a gorge before reaching the
Shoalhaven. At its terminus the road is joined by
one leading to Moss Vale while a bridle path
once led down past the Meryla gold diggings on
to what was known as “The Stairway” leading
into Bundanoon. Down in here is to be seen
some of the densest growth of plant life in the
river valley.
In the grounds of the old home of the Rendall
Family was the scene of a picnic lunch in the real
Australian fashion and in a way that would be
greatly enjoyed and appreciated by Royalty or
any Vice-Regal representatives if only the
opportunity could be given them to take part in
such an outing. A care-free gathering, happy,
most friendly in associations and surrounded by
an expanse of natural beauty on every side with
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the river, on the banks of which, grow tall oak
trees, winding its way quietly down through the
Valley to the Shoalhaven. It was a basket picnic
held in community style, and those baskets
contained delicacies of various kinds, very tasty,
and appetising and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Added to the repast for this special occasion was
a delicious and beautiful cake made in honour of
one of the visitors -Mrs. Egan - the oldest living
person born at Bendeela. The cake was cut by
the guest of honour and each person present
was given a small piece as is done with wedding
and birthday cakes.
On behalf of Bendeela residents and Progress
Association Mr. Sampson welcomed the visitors
and expressed the great pleasure it gave them to
have been able to be associated in the “Back to
the Valley Week” in such a way and to know that
so many had availed themselves of the
opportunity to come along.
Mr. Whitehall who had opened the Week on
Saturday responded on behalf of the visitors.
From Bendeela the tourists were brought
back to the main road and viewed the pastures
improvements on the properties of Mr. E. Good
then on to the foot of Barrengarry Mountain. On
the left nearing the foot of the mountain are to
be seen a little Church in which services are held,
and the School, which at one period had an
enrolment of sixty-two children. The school
which is not now in use has a residence attached
which is occupied by Mr. C. Green his wife and
daughter Edith. Mr. Green was for a number of
years Clerk of Cambewarra Shire before his
retirement. His daughter, Edith, is assistant at
Mr. Cyril Dent's store.
This is a drive through what is perhaps the
most beautiful part of the Valley as seen on both
sides of the road and was seen at its best. On the
return from here the tourists inspected the
pastures improvements on Mr. A. Russell's
property and then were conveyed to “Melross,”
the property and home of Mr. H. O. Cox. Here
the Government Agronomist of the Shoalhaven
John Thomson

area, Mr. Macdonald announced the winners of
the competition and made known that Mr. Cox
had succeeded in winning both competitive
areas and congratulated him on his success. He
also received the congratulations of all present.
Mr. Cox said that naturally he was pleased to
be the winner but at the time he congratulated
the rest of the competitors on the fine effort put
forward by them and there was no doubt that as
a result of their effort there was a vast
improvement in the pastures on those
properties, which was a great step towards
increased and better production in the valley.
Afternoon tea was served to the visitors and
greatly appreciated and enjoyed by them from
Mrs. Cox, her daughters Wilma and Valerie and a
number of helpers.
While here Mr. L. W. Vance presented Mr.
Macdonald with a copy of the “History of
Kangaroo Valley” and in doing so made fitting
reference to the excellent advice given and great
interest displayed by Mr. Macdonald in the
farmers of the Valley and their work done on
their respective farms and said it afforded him
very great pleasure to make the presentation on
their behalf.
Mr. Macdonald in receiving the gift thanked
the people for their appreciation of his efforts
and praised them for their co-operation with
him and also for the splendid results achieved in
their endeavour to improve their pasture lands.
An inspection was then made of Mr. Cox’s
property by many very interested visitors
including some of those who had been residents
of the valley in former years.
Soon afterwards the bus arrived to convey
those who had travelled on it back to the village
and those who had made the tour by car also
began to move off. A very happy day had been
spent by all and the blue and purple colourings
began to clothe the hills as the sun sank behind
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them and added to the glorious beauty of the
scene as the journey was made back home.
At night in the School of Arts hall there took
place a social gathering that will live in memory
of all who were present while life lasts with
them. It was a gathering in which all played a
part and was of such a nature, happy, care-free
and full of the friendliest feeling that could
possibly be to gladden the heart of one and all.
There was the music of instruments and the
music of voices and the singing was good. It was
a night of song: community singing and items
from the stage by visitors and locals, and the
songs were those loved by all -- some of those
that have been sung through the ages, and will
still live and be sung when most of those of
modern times will have passed away and are
forgotten. Those who rendered the items could
sing too, and there was no doubt about that and
amongst the visitors who rendered items were
Miss Wilkinson whose singing was greatly
admired, Miss McKimm who gave a fine
rendition of a composition of her own “My
Lovely Valley Fair” and Mrs. Ross who delighted
all with her rendering of the old song, “The Old
Keg of Rum”. The whole of the artists including
the well-known and greatly esteemed local ones
were very much appreciated and included two
young locals Fay Lawson and Elva Dent who
assisted with a pianoforte duet. Mrs. S. Jarrett
also added to the enjoyment of the concert by
her rendering of two recitations.
Part of the programme was apportioned to
the whole of the visitors present who went on
stage and sang a number of well-known
choruses which were enjoyed by all. Amongst
the visitors were quite a number of good singers.
When the concert was over all enjoyed a very
delicious supper provided by the ladies and so
ended a most happy gathering to be
remembered long by all and especially by those
who had come back to the beautiful Valley
where they had spent many happy years of their
young lives.
John Thomson

6.
Wednesday morning was free for
all. In the afternoon a visit was made to the local
school which is under the headmastership of Mr.
R. Bell who has as his assistants Mr. G. O'Neill
and Miss M Geraghty.
It was a “Back to the School” afternoon to see
the modern methods used in Education and
teaching.
A beginning was made in the Infants' Room
where Miss Geraghty and her young pupils very
ably demonstrated the Geography side of Social
Studies -- good use was made of pictures. Next
the classroom of Mr. O'Neill was visited where
the Teacher gave a fine demonstration of the
teaching and appreciation of Music and the use
of the gramophone for the purpose and of the
introduction of the radiogram. In the senior
room Mr. Bell demonstrated the modem
method of teaching Spelling and showed how
words were gradually introduced and also made
reference to the system in use of allowing pupils
to go to the classes to which their standard is
suited in all subjects but Arithmetic. If a Fourth
Class boy could read Sixth Class Magazine he is
allowed to go to Sixth for reading. On the other
hand if a Sixth Class boy can spell only Fourth
Class words he goes back to Fourth for that
lesson until he progresses in Spelling. The same
applies to girls. Care is taken not to in any way
upset or offend the sensitiveness or belittle the
boy or girl. All present were given a pencil and
paper to try their hand at spelling ten words
read out by Mr. Bell. The use of the wireless was
also shown when all listened to a broadcast and
the children had their up-to-date broadcast
books to follow the subject.
Back to Mr. O’Neill's class room again where
the windows were darkened and Mr. Bell gave a
very fine demonstration on the use of the
“Projector” in the teaching of Geography and
picture Study.
The President of the P. and C. Association,
Mr. Booth, welcomed the visitors and spoke of
the work done for the school. Mr. J. Thomson
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who had been in charge of the school for
fourteen years responded and thanked Mr.
Booth for his words of welcome and the
Teachers for their enlightening and very capable
demonstrations.
A very enjoyable afternoon was brought to a
close when afternoon tea was provided in the
school and was very much appreciated.
At night films of the Valley and one of New
Zealand were shown in the School of Arts hall by
Mr. Moorhouse of Nowra. Those of the Valley
consisted of one produced here and combined
with the work of dairying at Hawkesbury
Agricultural College. The local portion consisted
of scenes depicted on Mr O. B. Brown's property
in which he and Mrs. Brown and others were the
actors. This is a very interesting film of the
dairying industry and also because it is local. The
second was a coloured film produced by Mr. Bell
and beautiful, too, because it depicts the natural
beauty of the surroundings. There is something
in being able to possess such a film. That shown
of New Zealand gives a splendid idea of the
beauty of nature in a different way. There is a
great contrast though there is the
representation of mountains and streams and in
a different form. The mountains are higher and
snow-capped while the streams flow more
rapidly.
Those three films were of an interesting,
instructive and educational value to all who
were privileged to see them.
7.
A big tour was arranged for
Thursday and a large number look part in it.
From the Valley the bus and cars proceeded up
Cambewarra Mountain to the “Look Out”
(Cambewarra) at the top. And what a wonderful
“Look Out” this is. Perhaps there isn't a better in
Australia or not perhaps in the world for that
matter especially on a bright day when the
atmosphere is clear. You stand on the raised
platform and gaze out before you and the
panoramic view which stretches out front and
on each side is magnificent. There is the ocean
John Thomson

out front and on one side the Shoalhaven River
with its creeks flowing into it winding its way to
the ocean. Below are the undulating farm lands
and further out the fiat lands. Nowra and
Coolangatta hills stand overlooking the river one
on either side — Coolangatta nearer the mouth
of the river than Nowra. Jervis Bay can be seen
in the distance and the towns of Nowra,
Bomaderry and Berry nearer at hand. Roads
leading to those places wind about and the
Railway to Nowra may also be seen. On the right
is HMAS Albatross which is one of our great
naval air aims of defence. Near Jervis Bay too are
the lovely holiday resort of Huskisson and the
fishing places of Sussex Inlet and St. George's
Basin.
It wasn't such a good day when the “Look
Out” was reached as a fog obscured the view to
a great as extent. However before the time came
to proceed from there it had cleared a good deal
so that a quite good view was obtained.
A few years before all the surrounding Shires
had been welded into one by the then Minister
for Local Government and now Premier of the
State, Mr Cahill, and what is now known as the
Shire of Shoalhaven, members of the old
Cambewarra Shire, with headquarters in the
village of Kangaroo Valley, had a large dining
room erected to accommodate a goodly number
of tourists and visitors at the “Look Out” and on
this special occasion the residents of Beaumont
had chosen it as the part in the celebrations to
entertain the visitors by inviting them to partake
of a sumptuous repast for lunch such as the
ladies of the Valley from one end to the other
are noted to place before their guests or patrons
at any of their functions, so that when the view
had been enjoyed by all they retired to the
tables, which were attractively decorated and
daintily set out in the dining room, to do justice
to all the good things placed thereon.
It was Beaumont’s turn and the people of
Beaumont like the rest of Valley residents are
cheerful, friendly, and happy folk. They are for
the most part like most of the other settlers
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engaged in dairying industry and help to add to
the city's milk supply. Their homes nestle near
the banks of the creeks and about the hillsides.
Until recent years a little school and residence
stood in a lovely setting with beautiful
surroundings on a small, flat piece of land and
near the roadside about half way down the
Valley side of Cambewarra Mountain. It has
been pulled down and brought to the Valley
school-ground where it was re-erected in a remodelled modern design and now forms an
additional classroom for that school. The
residence is rented to a farmer by the Education
Department. The last teacher and his wife to
occupy the residence were Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Chapman.
So on behalf of the Beaumont people, the
visitors were given a very cordial welcome to
that centre by Mr. Bob Lumsden who said that
the residents were proud to have been asked to
co-operate in the celebrations and it afforded
them very great pleasure to do so in the manner
in which they had done today. They were very
pleased to have been honoured by the fact that
so many former residents were among the party
as their guests. To them he added a special
welcome and hoped they would have a very
happy and enjoyable time during their stay in
the Valley.
Mr. Joe McMahon who is well known to
almost everyone in the Valley as one who had,
for many years, been a Councillor of the
Cambewarra Shire Council and also at one time
had been its President. Joe had served the
community faithfully and well during those years
and was a citizen filled with civic pride and
always ready to assist in every way towards the
progress of the district. With the coming of
amalgamation like many other stalwarts he was
lost to Council affairs but is still very keen about
progress whenever opportunity offers. He
supported Mr. Bob Lumsden by adding his words
of welcome and also gave an outline of progress
in this centre.
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Another speaker who gave welcome was Mr.
Jim Coulson the present occupier of the
residence at the Nowra “Look Out” where the
road from the Valley turns on the descent of
Cambewarra Mountain to Nowra.
Mr. Jim Nugent responded on behalf of the
old residents of the Valley who were visitors.
Known as “Captain” to most of the residents, he
was Captain of the local rifle club of years ago
and is now eighty-six, a grand old age, and still
retains all his mental faculties. He was very
reminiscent of happenings of the past and his
old eyes sparkled as he told of those days. There
must have been a feeling of pride and a thrill of
excitement within the old man as he made that
response. He was the oldest in the party and it
was his opportunity. At the same time no doubt
there were feelings of sadness in the old chap's
heart when he heard an apology given on behalf
of Mr. Jim Lumsden an old friend of his now
aged eighty-seven and who was one of the first
white babies born at Beaumont. If only those
two and Mr. Tom Jarrett and Mr. Bob Neville
would have been together there and talked of
their early years in the Valley, what a lot could
have been learned by listening. Jim Lumsden was
too ill to be present. Tom Jarrett and Bob Neville
were also absent.
Mr. Whitehall responded on behalf of the
rest of the visitors and thanked Beaumont folk
for their fine welcome and said he was sure that
all would have enjoyed the privilege of having
had the opportunity to see the wonderful view
from the “Look Out” which he considered one of
the best anywhere.
After taking leave of the hospitality of the
good people here the tourists proceeded along
what is known as the “Scenic Road” and down
the mountain to Berry. The road in itself was not
the best but the scenic beauty continues on both
sides as it winds and twists alternately through
farm and forest lands. Through this area, too
some cultivation is carried on in the season
when peas and potatoes are grown. This also
includes Bellawongarah at the top of Berry
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Mountain. Passing on the way every now and
again a view can be obtained of the farms down
on the coast and also a view of the ocean. Then
comes the junction with the road leading from
the Valley to Berry. On this road until a few years
ago there was a little bush school, one of the
very old type with a roof like that of the familiar
bow huts we used to know so well in France and
Belgium. It was in such a lovely setting too. Like
most of those little bush schools, established or
built as a result of the work of that grand old
man Sir Henry Parkes, it has gone now more's
the pity. Many happy days were spent together
by both teachers and pupils in those little bush
schools. Parents too, had many happy gatherings
on picnic days as well.
As we wind down the steep mountainside
the farms of Bundewalla come into view on the
left and this appears to be a very beautiful and
fertile stretch of country with the farms and
dwellings on the hillsides and banks of the
creeks.
Onto the beautiful town of Berry with its
ornamental trees, parks and gardens. This
township brings to mind the early pioneers of
the South Coast and especially that of David
Berry whose name is perpetuated in the public
hospital which is endowed by a legacy fund
bequeathed to it by the will of that grand old
pioneer. Just a short stay was made at Berry and
then the bus and cars laden with passengers
continued the journey through the town to
where the road leaves the Prince's Highway and
branches off through the farm lands and past
the dwellings of Broughton Vale and Woodhill.
This is very hilly scenic country, very interesting
to those who are lovers of that type of land.
Woodhill is particularly interesting in that
respect, and the road winds about and “in and
out” as it ascends to the top of the mountain, to
wind similarly down a very steep gradient on to
Brogher's Creek, which is perhaps the main
tributary of the Kangaroo River, to the farming
settlement of Wattamolla; which is known as the
“Artist's Paradise” because of its beautiful
John Thomson

settings for landscape paintings. It certainly is
another of the Valley's scenic beauty spots. This
was the place chosen for the afternoon tea for
which all congregated in the little schoolroom. A
residence is attached to it and until a few years
ago when the school was closed it was in turn,
for many years in the past, occupied by a
married teacher and his wife, the last of whom
were Mr. and Mrs. Alex Scardoni. The present
occupants are one of the sons of a local farmer
and his young wife who pay a rental for it to the
Education Department. On the opposite side of
the road is a little church used by various
protestant denominations for the purpose of
holding services. Both the school and the church
are surrounded by the highlands from which
flow the streams whose waters eventually reach
the main stream Brogher's Creek thence to
Kangaroo River which leads to the Shoalhaven
River and the ocean. Children from this area are
now conveyed by bus to the Valley School.
Back in the schoolroom Mr. E J. Condon
welcomed the visitors who once more were very
kindly treated to a nice afternoon tea supplied
by residents and which was greatly enjoyed by
all. The speaker told of the progress of the
settlement and said it gave him very great
pleasure to give welcome on behalf of the
people of Wattamolla to all who had come to
see this picturesque part of the Valley. There
were some who had not seen it before, others
who had been here previously, and others again
who had once lived in the area long ago and had
come back on this special occasion to have a
look at it once more and re-call old memories of
the past. Mr E. Condon, father of E. J., and
known to all as “Ned” Condon, another old
resident of the valley and one who knows this
centre well, had lots to tell about its early history
and especially the building of the mountain road
across to Berry. He also told of some very good
racehorses bred about those parts and of the
hard work of the early settlers to bring their
forms into production and many other
interesting facts and details of those times.
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Mr. H. O. Cox responded on behalf of those
on tour and thanked the people for their
kindness and hospitality and said he was sure
that all would agree that this was a picturesque
and lovely portion of the Valley.
From here the road, which is rather narrow in
parts, is also very undulating, and perhaps has
more bends and twists in it than any other of the
winding roads about the district and they are
certainly all very windy, and this one calls for
special care and vigilance when driving a car or
any other vehicle along it. It follows the course
of Brogher's Creek, and looking down on that
creek from above there is often brought to view
between tall oaks which line its banks a fine long
stretch of water which would be very tempting
and inviting for a swim on a hot summer day.
Farms stretch away to the hills on both sides of
the road and on the right side may be seen a
new suspension bridge spanning the creek at the
farm of Mr. George Walker over which he drives
his car to his home on the other side. An earlier
suspension bridge was swept away by a big flood
which occurred in the early hours of one
morning during the latter part of October 1951.
That was one of the worst floods in the history
of the Valley when many culverts and bridges
were washed away and much damage was done
to roads in all centres. It was a sudden and
disastrous deluge of rain and a farmer, Mr.
McCarthy, was drowned in one of the swollen
creeks.
On the way back to the village the farm of
Mr. O. B. Brown is passed. Mr. Brown, who held
a commission in World War II and served in the
Middle East and the Islands is doing much
experimental
farming
and
pastures
improvement on his property. Mrs. Brown was a
nursing Sister with the rank of Captain.
Home again at the village all were of the
opinion that the day had been very interesting
and enjoyable and all were enthusiastic in their
praise of it.

In the school of Arts Hall at night a concert
sponsored by the local sub-branch of the R. S. L.
was held. Local artists and others from Nowra as
well as some of the visitors treated all to a
programme of varied items. Rain began to fall
before the time for most people to proceed to
the hall, however it did not prevent them from
going and there was a packed house. During the
progress of the programme a violent
thunderstorm with heavy rain vivid lightning and
thunder took place and a blackout occurred just
as a short play arranged by Mr. C. Stacy in which
the actors and actresses were local residents
was being enacted and the hall was suddenly
plunged into darkness. In a little time a light was
obtained and put on the stage. Then Mr. Tom
Rendall succeeded in manoeuvring the front of
his utility truck round to the front entrance at
the door of the hall and shone his headlights on
to the stage so that the play could go on until
the lights came on again. The concert was of
high standard, and very much appreciated by
everyone present.
When the concert was over the presentation
of a certificate of merit for services rendered to
the Red Cross and R.S.L. was made to Mrs. Ella
Thomson by the President Mr. Cyril Dent, on
behalf of the members. Mrs. Thomson was
greatly honoured by the receipt of such a gift
which is the highest honour bestowed by subbranches which make the recommendation to
the headquarters of the R.S.S.A.I.L.A, who
approve and confers the honour. Mrs. Thomson
thanked the sub-branch members for their
goodness and esteem
So ended the concert and it was followed as
were all the rest of the night functions by a
supper supplied by the ladies. The Valley people
are noted for the fact that after any function
held in the hall or elsewhere a supper is given
before the patrons depart. It has become a force
of habit and is really a splendid habit as it is
always a splendid supper.
8.
With Friday came the last of the
tours this time to Upper Kangaroo River and this

John Thomson
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was by no means behind the rest for interest,
scenic beauty and hospitality of the people. This,
like the others is a beautiful and picturesque run.
A fine avenue of trees is passed at the property
of Mr. Arthur Cochrane. The first stop was made
at the beautiful and palatial “Barrengarry House”
a two-storeyed building modern and originally
the home of the Osbornes, early pioneers from
England. Later on it was owned by Mr. D. A.
Nelson and sold by him to Mr. Kauvalis who
during World War II spent a large amount of
money on it in alterations and renovations to
bring it right up to modem style and appearance
inside and outside. Many trees were planted in
the grounds, and gardens laid out and a modern
and up-to-date dairy was built. A few years ago
the place changed hands and the present owner
is Mr. Creighton-Smith late of Inverell. The whole
of the tourists, a large number, were introduced
to Mr. and Mrs. Creighton-Smith and, as the rain
the night before had made the ground rather
wet, apologies were made for not asking anyone
to inspect the interior of the home. But one and
all were free to view the gardens and there was
a glorious show of flowers and especially the
roses of which there was a great variety. The
gardens were magnificent.
When all had viewed the beauty of this fine
home's surroundings the journey further up the
river was begun. Another winding road along the
river course. Passing along, Mr. D.A. Nelson who
acted as commentator on the trip points out
places and gives their history of ownership in
brief. On this trip is seen some of the richest
farm land in the Valley including that known as
“The Meadows” portion of which is owned by
Mr. A. Cochrane. Some distance up from
Barrengarry House and on the right hand side
there was once a butter or cheese factory.
Further on there is a big hawthorn hedge, which
of course denotes at once where the early
pioneers of that part came from. Just across the
river at one place there had been a little bush

John Thomson

school. “Jerrunga” years ago but it had been
demolished and re-built further up and become
known as “Hillcrest” but now Upper Kangaroo
River.
Following close to the river there are to be
seen many fine stretches of water and for almost
the whole length of the journey tall river oaks
stand picturesquely and majestically along the
banks. The Kangaroo River and its creeks were
stocked with fingerling trout between three and
four years ago. A good many years previously
they had been stocked with them-smaller ones
than on the more recent occasion- and it is
feared that they became a prey for eels, birds
and other fish before reaching maturity. It was
believed the bigger ones would survive.
The further we proceed upstream the
mountains gradually close in and there is little
flat land to be seen. However the cleared
hillsides have rich and fertile soil and are usually
clothed with a coat of luxuriant grass. On many
of the steep hillsides and in the gorges of the
higher reaches grow forests of beautiful timber,
which are being eaten into by timber getters
who felled the trees and the logs from them are
drawn to the local mill on modem timber jinkers.
There is no bullock team used at all in those
parts today. Besides being engaged in the
dairying industry the Valley is also thriving in the
timber industry.
On the way up we pass a little Church on the
right hand side that is known as Fernhill Anglican
Church and when held here the services are well
attended. Each outlying centre has its Church,
which is open to clergymen of Protestant
denominations in which to minister to their
flock. There is one at Barrengarry, another on
the way to Beaumont, also one at Bellawongarah
on the road to Berry and which is situated in
lovely settings and almost hidden from view by
beautiful trees, and it belongs to the Parish of
Berry.
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Near the swinging bridge is the home of Mr.
Sharman and at this lovely spot close to the
river was the terminus of the trip. Here too, the
basket picnic was held and as the weather was
rather doubtful the big garage at the home was
used for the purpose of setting out the food on
tables arranged therein.

Suspension footbridge at Upper River
There are several bye-roads leading by lanes
down to the river and through to the other side.
These have no bridges how-ever except one
which leads to the farm of Mr. T. Jarrett,
grandson of Mr. Thomas Jarrett who has been
mentioned earlier herein. At another there is a
concrete crossing which leads to the settlement
on Gerringong Creek.
A little above the concrete crossing is a
suspension footbridge which is swung well
above the height of the river and is balanced on
three wire ropes passing underneath one of the
centre and another on each side. The sides are
wired to a height of between three feet six and
four feet. In crossing for the first time there is a
feeling of insecurity, as the pedestrian notices
that the structure begins to sway a bit from side
to side as the span is so long. But gaining
confidence and finding there is no danger of
falling off he proceeds on and finally reaches the
other side in safety. Back near Jarrett's bridge
there was one of the old methods of crossing
the river when in flood. That was by the “Flying
Fox”. Unless you have tried this method you
would probably consider it a precarious venture,
however it is quite safe. I have tried it out on
the Goulburn River, a tributary of the Hunter
River, at Martindale near Denman.
John Thomson

For this, the last of the organized tours,
about 175 people were in attendance as visitors.
They were welcomed by Mr. J. J. Graham on
behalf of the Upper River residents who, he
said, were honoured by the feet that so many
had undertaken the trip which is always
worthwhile along such a part of the Valley,
where the scenery is both beautiful and varied
including river, mountains and meadows.
Other speakers were Messrs. A. R. Chittick
and W. Whitehall who praised the beauty of
the surroundings and the interest taken in the
progress of the Valley by the formers here and
thanked the people on behalf of the party for
their hospitality. On the way Mr. Whitehall was
shown by Mr. D. A. Nelson the exact position
where the house used to be where he, Mr.
Whitehall was born.

Pedestrian footbridge Upper River
Amongst those present at the gathering on
this occasion were two of the oldest residents of
Upper River Mrs. Scott and Mrs. Faulks. Mrs,
Scott lives some little distance from the scene of
where all were congregated and Mrs. Faulks
now resides in a suburb of Sydney. Both were
enjoying the outing and meeting old friends
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once again. When lunch was over and the
formal speeches were made some folk went on
an inspection of the property while others
walked across the swinging bridge and up the
rise on the other side to the little school at the
top -- the last of its kind in operation in the Valley.
The teacher, Mr. John O'Loughlin, demonstrated,
with his happy pupils in a “Back to School
Afternoon” the modern methods used in a oneteacher school. There is a wireless installed here
and the younger children listened to and took part
in a broadcast play whilst the older ones were busy
with their work in an illustrative nature.
Before leaving Mr. O'Loughlin was thanked by
all present and then they signed the “Visitors
Book”, when on the way out. They had enjoyed
very much the demonstration given.
Visiting this little school re-called to the writer
many happy memories of almost twenty years
spent in one-teacher schools with numbers
ranging from fifteen to fifty-five before taking
charge of a staffed school during a career of over
forty years as a Teacher. There is a wonderful
sense of unity between Teacher and pupils in those
little schools.
Back to the bus and home to the village again
after another very happy and most interesting and
enjoyable day.
So ended the tours. They had been well
organized, were inspiring, instructive, and
educational. I would not have missed them for
anything and neither would anyone else of that I
am quite sure.
Those in the bus enjoyed each other's company
in full, as no doubt did those in the cars. It was a
happy party in that bus made happier by the ready
wit, good humour and cheerful banter of Mr. D. A.
Nelson, Mrs. Ross and others whose names I have
forgotten.
At night the local picture proprietor Mr. Fox
showed his films to the crowd and generously
donated the proceeds to the School of Arts funds.
John Thomson

This was a fine gesture and greatly appreciated by
the members of the committee and for which their
thanks are accorded him.
Amongst others who have the welfare of the
community at heart is Mr. John Graham the
representative from Upper Kangaroo River who is
prominent in the Valley's progress.
9.
Saturday was the concluding day and
a gymkhana had been arranged for that day and a
fine programme of horse and athletic events were
carried out and again there was a large
attendance at the local Showground and a
pleasing number of entrants took part in each
event. It was a picnic day, too, for most of those
who came along and family groups could be seen
enjoying their lunch under the trees or near their
cars while others were catered for at the
refreshment room on the ground. Amongst those
present for the occasion were many visitors from
Nowra and Berry who no doubt thought they
would like to be in at the finish. It was another
good day for all and also meant a last daylight
outing with relatives and friends before departing
for their homes in various other parts of the State.
The grand finale came at night with a dance
held in the School of Arts Hall, and once again
there was a big crowd to enjoy the last of the
week's functions. The bright music and the
dancing continued, with a break for supper until
midnight when the orchestra played the
“National Anthem” and so ended a busy but
happy and historical “Week” for the people of the
Valley.
Looking back over that “Week” it must be
admitted by everyone that the whole of the
proceedings had been thoroughly organized and
well carried out and for that all members of the
Progress and Tourist Association and Committee
are to be highly commended and congratulated.
Added to those are all who took part in the
various sporting events and displays and took part
so ably in the various sporting events and
displays (including the school children) and the
artists in the concerts. They certainly played
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their part in entertaining the spectators and
audiences.
Much of the work of the night functions was
in the capable hands of Mr. Cyril Dent who is
greatly interested in all that tends to the
progress of the place.
There was remarkable co-operation by all
residents of the outlying centres who in their
turn entertained the visitors so well when the
tours were made to those places. Commentators
assisted the tourists by explaining through a
public address system the various points of
Interest on each route. In this respect Messrs, H.
O. Cox, D. A. Nelson and J. Wilson ably carried
out the duties. Mr. Bill Lawson, owner of the bus
and noted for his skill and care as a driver gave
his passengers a steady and careful exhibition of
skilful driving on each occasion. Bill is also the
town's electrician and is always called upon to
do the illuminating for special functions.
A most gratifying and pleasing feature of the
programme arrangements was that every aspect
of religious, industrial, educational and social life
of the community was catered for and included
in the proceedings and every organization and
association took some part in them. The Church,
Schools, R.S.L. and Ladies' Auxiliary, Red Cross
and Hospital Auxiliary, Sporting Bodies (Cricket,
Tennis, Football, Hockey), A. and H. Association,
P. and C. Associations, Progress Associations,
and P. P. Union showing what a united effort it
was by all. Such unity and co-operation could
only mean success and all must feel greatly
pleased as it was indeed a great success.

“Back to the Valley Week” but may I be
permitted to and I feel I shall not offend anyone
either when I make reference to the Secretary,
Mr. Jim Wilson. Jim, an unassuming personality
with a quiet and pleasant manner about him
seemed to be tireless, full of energy and
keenness, on the go all the time and ever ready
in his job, and in his attention to the welfare and
comfort of the visitors giving help and
information in his kindly way. He was a tower of
strength throughout and missed none of the
proceedings going day and night. Not only was
he secretary for the “week” arrangements but is
also secretary of the local P. and C. Association
and is very keenly interested in the welfare of
the School, the Teachers and. the Pupils, Since
taking up residence on a property here he has
proved, an acquisition to the Valley and has
associated himself in all its activities.
The War Memorial Monument is in the
centre of the village and is well cared for by
members of the local Sub-Branch of the R. S. L.,
the President of which is Mr. Cyril Dent. On each
ANZAC Day a most impressive ceremony and
service is held there when honour and tribute
are paid to those who gave their lives in the
cause of freedom in both World Wars and on
Armistice Day or Remembrance Day, further
tribute is paid to their memory. With the SubBranch is the Women's Auxiliary.
Kangaroo Valley ranks among other
progressive places and has a very progressive
minded population. May it and the people
prosper is the wish of the writer .............
John Thomson.

It was a revelation of what can be achieved in
a small community by thorough organization,
concentrated effort and whole-hearted cooperation on the part of all. A tireless band of
womenfolk is to be found at every function
working in the supper room and in other ways
helping to make each one a success.
It may seem hardly fair to single out any one
person for special praise in connection with the
John Thomson
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Additional photographs and cuttings

Street parade in Kangaroo Valley

Parade in Kangaroo Valley Showground

Best decorated bicycle competitors
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best hats on display in parade

At the showground
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Street parade in Kangaroo Valley
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